	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

AQUACOUSTIQUE / COMMUNICATION SHEET
Show title : « Concert’eau en do Nageur » (« Concerto in Sea Major »)
Type of show : Aquatic Music
Year of creation : 2012
Original idea and Composer : Jean-Philippe Carde
Musiciens : Florent Lalet, Stéphane Gratteau, Jean-Philippe Carde
Companie : Co Aquacoustique
Producer : Artbulle
Co-Producer : Mirabilia festival, Mairie de Toulouse, Région Midi Pyrénées
Sponsor : Tribord
Supports : nautic center Aqualudia Muret, Cultural center of Ramonville

Biographie
Co Aquacoustique is a french art Co from Toulouse specialized in acoustic aquatic musical
exploration. It was founded in 2011 by the composer, musician and inventor Jean-Philippe
Carde.
He experienced his fist water concert playing his main instrument, the Hang, in a swimming
pool. Then he decided to perform exclusively in water.
Thus he invented a unique aquatic instrumentarium : snorkel-flute, shower-saxophones…
and he created the "Aquacoustibasse" , a battery-bass floating instrument. To play his
creations, other musicians joined him in water: among them: Nicolas Pujos, Frederick
Cavallin, Stéphane Gratteau and Florent Lalet. In 2012 Co Aquacoustique produces the first
water acoustic concert « Concert’eau en do Nageur » ("Concerto in C Swimmer"). Higly
acclaimed by public and medias, this first splashing concert opens the doors to new urban
public spaces. Swimming pools, fountains, ponds, rivers, lakes, become places of inspiration
and performance for these aquacoustic musicians outside the norm.
Pitch of the Show
Three musicians in the water, performing an atypical aquatic concert.
Dicover the snorkel-flutes melodies, dance on a watering-can-saxophone waltz, experience
stunning water drumming rythmes, and more…
Good humour, energy and a bit of craziness make this “Concerto” a
splash hit!
Concerto in sea Major is an aquatic, inventive, eccentric, rhythmical and sporty
concert-performance !!

	
  
	
  
	
  
Press Reviews :

	
  

"An unusual performance" V .Matet, Ca m’interesse
"The public is conquered" S.Albane, Chalon sur Sâone Journal
"Totally inventive and absolutely talented » FB 24
" A big success " La dépêche NM
"Simply magic" , ouest France

	
  

